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TO: President George W. Bush

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney
Stephen J. Hadley

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1f___A
SUBJECT: Iraq Policy: Proposal for the New Phase

Mr. President,

You have asked for the views of a wide range of people with respect to the new phase

you have decided is required in Iraq.

Attached is a proposal from the Department of Defense. It is generally consistent with

the views of the Chairman, the John Chiefs of Staff, and Generals Abizaid and Casey.

It addresses the challenges that the U.S. faces in iraq and the region, and puts forward

promising suggestions to achieve your. stated objectives. It is tooted in

the conviction that failure in hag will place the American people in even greater danger.

The U.S. military is prepared to do its tasks as recommended in the proposai. The test

will be whether or not the non-military tasks -- the critically needed political objectives --

can be achieved and whether we are able to get the necessary cooperation from the

Government of Jraq.
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"Accelerate the Transition, Refocus the Partnership, and Stabilize the Region"

Success hi Iraq remains critical to U.S. national security and to success in the
global struggle against violent extremists. Failure would have truly disastrous
consequences for the U.S. and for the region. The consequences of failure would likely
include:

an emboldened al-Qaeda movement;

- strengthened Iranian and Syrian influence;

- a loss of confidence in the U.S. among key allies in the region; and

- A severe setback to American credibility, freedom of maneuvers and influence
in the region and throughout the world.

In short, U.S. failure would put the American people's safety at still greater risk.

It is critical, to U.S; national eeurity that Iraq achieve the ability to govern, secure
and sustain itself, and be an ally in the struggle against extremism. It is also critical that
the U.S. aggressively prosecnt the fight in Iraq against al-Qaedaand its associated
movements.

The two ends of the extremist spectrum - Sunni and Shi'a - work today in
Baghdad as a microcosm of the dynamic at work in the region as a whole: It portónds the
possibility for greater regional conflict.

U.S. objectives in Iraq should be seen in this reglonnl context - where the U.S.
seeks a sustainable regional prescnce to secure U.S. interests1 to protect alliS, to deter
adversaries, and to be ready and able to respond rapidly to possible crises in Iraq or
elsewhere. Interference by Iran and Syria inside ofIrag and Lebanon, rising concerns of
Iranian nuclear and regional ambitions, and numerous other causes of instability mandate
the following U.S. objectives for Iraq:

I. Ensure that no terrorist safe haven s allowed to exist in Iraq;

Strengthen Iraq's inètitutions and its capacity to gdvern;

Acceleratc Iraqi assumption of political and security respoñsibilities;

Iraq Policy - The New Phase - A Proposal
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4. Counter subversive activity in li-aq by its neighbors, especially Iran,
whlchseeks hegemony In the region; and

5. Foster improved relations between Iraq arid the region.

The U.S. strategic position today is threatened by:

the failure thus far of an Iraqi govennnent to assert ith authority sufflcieñtly
g to establish a state monopoly on the use of coercive force,

c8 impatience among some Iraqi elements,
00

fierce sectarian violence, and a resilient insurgency in the Sunni
community,

Impatience among U.S. allies and the American people.

There is a need to refocus the current approach in Iraq--. and-in the region -- to
accelerate progress and assure the U.S.'s ability to succeed. A shift in U.S. Iraq policy to
this new phase should enable the U.S. to meet the above multiple challenges.

The Next Phase:

1 Within Iraq A Division of Labori

- Coalition forces will reduce their presence and activities k major cities, 'vith a
new division of labor whereby: -.

the ISP will be principally responsible for quelling sectarian violence, and
wIll lead in the effort against JAM, with Coalition support as required,.

Coalition forces, with Iraqi forces in sùpport, wifi he responsible for
operations to defeat al-Queda and asso lated movèments.

- The GoT will assume command and control of the Iraqi Army not later than Junj
2007, with:

w three divisions under G0J command by Dec 20Ö6,

' seven divisions by Mar 2007, -

nine divisions by Apr 2007, and

The tenth division by Jun 2007.
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- The Go! will take prompt action to rein in and demobilize militias, and to defeat
extremist elements that fail to comply with CoI requirements, The 00f will
approve and announce s inifitia law by Jan 2007.

ILS. forces will shift their main effort to the support of Iraqi Security Forces and
triple the number of advisory personnel from within existing Coalition forces.

- The Go! will increase the contributions and presence of Iraqi Security Porcs.
Fifty percent of Iraqi army divisions and 75 percent of brigades and battalions will
operate independently by the end of 2007.

The U.S. will accelerate transfer aM closing of U.S. operating bases from:

55to37byDec2007,ancl

37to20-251n2008.

- CoalitiOff forces will accelerate attacks against hostile networks in Iraq, in
particular those from ban and Syria. Iraqi and Coalition forces will incitase
activities along to roll up hostile foreign proxies and elements in Iraq.

The (JoT will assume control of all 18 Iraqi provinces not later than Nov 2007.

Three provinces will be under Provincial Iraqi Çontrol by Dec 2O06

twelve provinces bJun 2007, and

all 18 provinces by Nov 2007.

- The Go! will accelerate its pursuit of national reconciliation and political
accommodation, with benchmarks to be agreed upon and announced publicly no
later than Jan 2007, to include, inter a/ia:

a Reconciliation Conference in Deé 2006,
DECLASSIFIED

a hydrocarbon law by Jan 2007, AUTHOnITYEO 12058

revisiotof de-batathificat.ion policy by Mar 2OO7 UAN 2 9 2008
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a coñstitutional amendment referendum by Aug 2007.
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The U.S. will refocus within Iraq, and, as may be appropriate3 surge civilianandlor.
military resources in support of clear and well-defined Iraqi political and military
objectives, possjbly to include efforts to help Iraq build more effective police,

w justice, and prison systenis and/or to better protect theft borders.

By Apr 2007, the U.S. and haq will reach agreement on the term f a longer-term
Ô arrangemeht to assure haq's political sovereignty and territorial integdty. This

3 arraigeinent would include necessary security, diplomatic, economic, and
informational elements. This is essential to build a centrist coalition In the cbuntry

L and ensure Iraq is secure aniorig its neighbors.
00

- Formally conclude the MNF mission by Dcc 2007.

- No increase in the level of U.S. forces can substItute for successful diplomacy in
the region and in Iraq in getting the Iraqi Government to act.

- The above goals will be fashioned as benchmarks, jointly agreed on by the U.S.
mid the 001 and announced publicly.

2. Rgional1v:

The U.S., in cónèert with regional partnêrs, will further strengthen the regional
security posture to deter Iran' s purnilt of hegemony and nuclear weapons, and the
means to deliver them. -

- The U.S. will reinvigorate cooperative security azmngements in the Gulf.

- The U.S. will encourage the CoI to fashion a sirategic partnership with Turkey and
seek resolution of the PICK problem.

The U.S. will help to mobilize international support for the Government of
Lebanon to sustain its political sovereignty and independence from external threats
- including Its efforts to withstand Syrian political pressure and Iranian suppört for
Hezbollah - and to establish an international tribunal on the murder of Rafiq
Harki and, potentially, Pierre Gemayel.

The U.S. wifi leverage the above initiatives to counter the hostile policies òflran
and Syria, seek to split Syria from Iran, and create a balance of forces that could
ultimately make possible a more constructive relationship with both of. these
countries. Importantly, we must be wary of any initiative that could Increase the
power of han in the growing Sunni-Shi'a spilt in the region..
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3. Additionally:

The U.S. will continue to expand the U.S. Armed Forces nd increase overall the.
proportion of the operational Army ("tooth") - vice the institutional Army ("tai19).

- The U.S. will consolidate U.S. political, diplomatie, economic and military
initiatives related to Iraq under a single U.S. Individual in Washington D.C., with
appropriate staff, who will report to the U.S. President by Feb 2007. There will be
a corresponding consolidation of efforts at lower levels.

- The U.S. will identify current obstacles within the U.S. government to full
resourcing of the execution of these objectives and remove the obstacles.

- The U.S. will fully coordinate the above changes in strategic direction with:

the Government of Iraq,

Coalition partners,

key U.S. security partners, and

a Regional states.

- As appropriate, the U.S. will communicate this new phase to national and -

international audiences through a vastly strenEthened information campaign to
achieve public understanding.by U.S. partners and U.S. publics. The thrust of the
message shciuld be that these benchmarks are designed to provide au Impetus to
progress on all sides not as deadlines to be observed regardless of conditions on
the ground.
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